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The 5 Ugliest Symptoms of 

a Bad USP 
 

#5. It's nearly impossible 

to generate biz about 

you.  Getting referral is like 

pulling teeth. Define your 

business as the problem 

solver. 

 

#4. You have to "chase" 

your customers: You pile 

on the features & 

freebies... And your 

customer is still indifferent. 

 

#3. Writing ads & copy is 

a frustrating, head-

scratching ordeal. 

 

#2. You're always tempted - or forced - to lower your prices in order to complete. 

 

#1. Your customer is in charge of every transaction, not you!  You must be uniquely 

different beyond the products you sell.   Own the authority positioning as the expert. 

 

Rosser Reeves. (1910-1985) 

 

1. Each advertisement must make a proposition to the customer.   Not just words, not 

just product puffery, not just show-window advertising.  Each advertisement must 

say to each reader:  "Buy this product, and you will get this specific benefit." 
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2. The proposition must be one that the competition either cannot, or does not, 

offer.  It must be unique---either a uniqueness of the brand or a claim not 

otherwise made in the particular field of advertising. 

 

3. The proposition must be so strong that it can move the mass millions, i.e., pull over 

new customers to your product. 

 

Tested and proven that is does bring new customers to you and keep old customers 

coming back. 

 

Hype =Words without proof. 
 

Get all the ideas out on paper. 

 

The SIX-STEP "USP Builder" Process: 

 

1). Choose your buyer.  Do some creative... 

 Specific demographics  

 Specific problem 

 Specific Niche 

 

Write out everything about the problem you solve that's relevant: 

- Is the problem you solve acute, or chronic? 

- Is the problem you solve rave, or widespread? 

- Does your solution solve one pinpointed problem, or a whole slew of issues? 

- How hard it has been for your customer (or your competitors!) to solve this 

problem? 

 

The PROBLEM we Solve: 

- Business owners losing money with their advertising (can be chronic or acute) 

- Business owners who can not afford (or don't want) to outsource their marketing  

- Trying to figure this out on your own can be DEATHLY EXPENSIVE! 
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- Our methods work for any market or niche 

- The need never goes away 

- The core principles we teach will never go out of date 

 

2). Choose what it is what you're selling. 

3). Choose your unique angle. 

4). Add a negative promise. 

5). Add a time frame. 

6). Add an "or else” 

 

"What THEY say about you is 1000-times more valuable than what you say about YOU, 

even if you are 1000-times more articulate or eloquent!” 

 

The USP Definition: Why should I, your (prospective) customer choose to do business with 

you versus an and every other option available to me? 

Why should you develop a USP? 

• An incredible marketing advantage over your competition 

• Experience HUGE growth  

• Achieve clarity in 

 What you are about 

 What you want people to think about you and/or your business 
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